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ABSTRACT: Scaling remains a serious barrier to membranebased desalination. While some real-time techniques have
proven eﬀective for scaling detection, none provides the crucial
capability of chemical identiﬁcation with high temporal and
spatial resolution under realistic operating conditions. In this
work, we describe a real-time technique for detection of early
stage scaling via chemical quantiﬁcation using Raman spectroscopy. Experiments utilized a custom bench-scale ﬂow cell
integrated with a commercial Raman microscope that accesses
the membrane through a 10 mm optical window. Calcium
sulfate was used as a model foulant at high concentration (1.8
g/L) to minimize the time required for membrane scaling. The experiments were conducted with a commercial brackish water
reverse-osmosis thin ﬁlm composite membrane operating at a feed pressure of 1.17 MPa (170 psi) and a feed ﬂow velocity of
4.7−5.6 cm/s. Raman measurements were made in real time at a laser excitation wavelength of 785 nm. Real-time results were
validated with post-mortem SEM and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis and indicated the capability to detect early-stage scaling
characterized by a relatively modest reduction in the permeate ﬂow rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
Membranes are essential components in many industrial
separation applications. However, a major challenge in their
use is membrane fouling, which can lead to an increase in
operating pressure and/or a decrease in ﬂow rate, resulting in
higher energy consumption and operating costs. While pressure
and permeate ﬂow are typically monitored during operation to
indicate the development of fouling, these metrics provide
limited information on the location or chemistry of the
foulants. In membrane-based desalination, concentration polarization1−3 usually induces a spatial dependence on the onset
and growth of inorganic fouling (scaling) necessitating a realtime, local monitoring technique for optimum scaling
detection. One solution is oﬀered by ultrasonic reﬂectometry
(UR),4−9 which has been used in conjunction with ﬂow reversal
techniques to mitigate the development of scaling during
desalination.7,8 However, UR provides no chemical information
on the foulants. Similarly, many direct observation techniques10,11 also lack the capability of providing chemical
identiﬁcation. Other noninvasive fouling detection methods
reported in the literature include magnetic resonance
imaging,12,13 X-ray micro imaging,14 electrical impedance
spectrometry,15,16 and streaming potential measurement.17
However, these methods generally have low spatial and/or
temporal resolution, require expensive detection equipment,
© XXXX American Chemical Society

and/or are limited by the foulants that can be chemically
detected. In contrast, Raman spectroscopy oﬀers a viable
alternative with diﬀraction-limited spatial resolution, chemical
quantiﬁcation of the foulants, and the potential to provide
early-stage scaling detection.
Raman spectroscopy is a technique used to identify the
chemical ﬁngerprint of a sample with inelastic scattering from
optical phonons. The energy diﬀerence between the incident
and scattered photons is used to characterize vibrational modes
in the chemical bonds of a substrate for its chemical
identiﬁcation.18 In previous work, Raman spectroscopy has
been used as a technique for oﬀ-line chemical characterization
of membrane structures and organic fouling.18−23 The use of
metal nanostructures within the membrane structure enhances
the Raman signal (surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy,
SERS) from the membrane and foulant, and has been used
for real-time biofouling monitoring in nanoﬁltration.24,25
However, SERS cannot easily be adapted for large-scale
separation processes. While conventional Raman spectroscopy
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the ﬂow through the RO system. An inline ﬁlter (Model CCS020-C1B, 0.2 μm, Advantec) is installed downstream of the
ﬂow cell on the retentate line to ﬁlter particulates from the feed.
Retentate from the ﬂow cell is returned to the feed tank, and
the permeate ﬂow is collected in a glass beaker placed on a
precision balance (Model PNX-2002, American Weigh Scales).
The computer-connected balance records the permeate ﬂow
rate at 1 min intervals.
The ﬂat-sheet stainless-steel membrane ﬂow cell has a top
component with a 100 mm long rectangular ﬂow channel (50
mm wide × 2 mm thick) with a cross-sectional area of 1.00 ×
10−4 m2. The top component contains the feed inlet port,
retentate outlet port, and a cavity that accommodates a
25.4 mm-diameter optical window (1.5 mm thick), providing
optical access to the ﬂow cell for Raman spectroscopy via a
10 mm hole in the center of the ﬂow channel. The optical
window is placed in the cavity and sealed with an O-ring using a
clamp, which accommodates the microscope objective. The
bottom component contains the permeate outlet port, as well
as a stainless-steel mesh to support the membrane. The two
components are sealed using a double O-ring arrangement to
ensure operation at the required pressure. A detailed schematic
of the ﬂow cell design and its components is shown in Figure 2.

has been recently demonstrated for detecting and monitoring
adsorption of an organic foulant on ultraﬁltration membranes,26
this study is the ﬁrst to report real-time detection of inorganic
foulants under realistic operating conditions.
In this initial study, we report the use of Raman spectroscopy
for the real-time detection of membrane scaling during reverse
osmosis (RO) desalination. In particular, the experiments
demonstrate the capability of detecting early-stage scaling,
corresponding to a permeate ﬂow-rate reduction of only ∼3%−
11%. The work utilized a custom-designed bench-scale ﬂat
sheet ﬂow cell with an integrated microscope objective and
optical window for laser access. The experiments were
conducted under realistic operating conditions, using calcium
sulfate dihydrate (CaSO4·2H2O) as a model scalant at a
suﬃciently high feed concentration to expedite the onset of
scaling. Scaling was determined by monitoring the changes in
the relative intensity of Raman peaks associated with calcium
sulfate. Initial results suggest that Raman spectroscopy oﬀers
the potential for eﬀective real-time chemical identiﬁcation of
early-stage membrane scaling.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Bench-Scale Cross-Flow RO System. A custom
bench-scale separation system integrated with Raman spectroscopy capability was designed and fabricated. This small
footprint system is shown in Figure 1. The system contains

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the assembled ﬂow cell. (b) Sectional side
view showing a 7.5-mm spacing between the optical access port and
the membrane. (c) Exploded view.

Prior to the start of each experiment, the ﬂow cell was
cleaned with isopropanol and DI water, and the RO system was
ﬂushed with DI water for 1 h. The membrane used in the
experiments was a commercially available brackish water
polyamide membrane UTC-73HA (Toray). The membrane
was cut to appropriate dimensions (115 mm × 65 mm), soaked
in a 50% aqueous isopropanol solution for 20 min, and then
inserted into the ﬂow cell. Scaling experiments were conducted
at a pressure of 1.17 MPa (170 psi) at a ﬂow rate of 17−20 L/h
(4.7−5.6 cm/s). For the ﬁrst part of the experiment, the system
was operated with deionized (DI) water at pressure for at least
12 h to compact the membrane. Once a steady-state ﬂow was
achieved, the feed was switched to a calcium sulfate dihydrate
(99% Reagent Plus, Sigma−Aldrich) aqueous solution with a
concentration of 1.8 g/L. A high concentration of calcium
sulfate was chosen to expedite the onset of scaling and decrease
the time required for the run. Real-time Raman spectral
acquisition was maintained during the experiment.
2.2. Integration of Raman Microscope with the Flow
Cell. Real-time Raman spectroscopy was conducted using a
commercial confocal Raman microscope (model inVia Reﬂex,
Renishaw). The microscope objective (Model N-PLAN L50X,
Leica; working distance of 8.2 mm) was integrated with the

Figure 1. Diagram of ﬂow cell instrumentation for the scaling
experiments. [Legend: G#, gauges; F#, ﬁttings; V#, valves; and T#, Tﬁttings.]

two 9-L tanks: one for deionized (DI) water and the other for
the aqueous salt solution. The temperature for the feed
solutions was controlled at 24 ± 1 °C, using a stainless steel
heat exchanger connected to a chiller (Model CFT-25, Thermo
Neslab). An inline pressure head pump (Model 3-MD-SC,
Little Giant Franklin Electric) is connected to the feed tanks in
order to eliminate possible cavitation in the high-pressure
pump. The pressure head pump is connected to a rotary vane
pump (Model TMFRSS051A, Fluid-o-Tech) to provide feed
ﬂow at the desired pressure. A backpressure regulator (Model
12-251B2-4AZ5, Neon) and a needle valve (Model SS-1RS4,
Swagelok) were installed at the outlet of the ﬂow cell. Two
pressure gauges were located upstream and downstream of the
ﬂow cell to monitor the inlet pressure and the pressure drop
across the ﬂow cell. A ﬂow meter (Model 74C-234G041421330, King) was connected on the retentate line to monitor
B
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ﬂow cell through the optical window for access to the center of
the ﬂow cell. A 785 nm continuous wave (cw) laser (Model
I0785SD0090B-IS, Innovative Photonic Solutions) was used as
the excitation source. The laser power from the objective was
measured to be ∼20 mW. The ﬂow cell was mounted on a
high-load-capacity vertical translation stage (Model VAP4,
Thorlabs), which enables the laser to be focused onto the
membrane precisely and ﬁx the focus spot with minimum
vertical drift over the course of the experiment. The objective
focuses the beam to a spot of ∼3 μm (full width, half
maximum) on the focal plane. Spectral acquisition was
performed every 5 min until a prominent calcium sulfate
Raman peak was observed, and every 10 min thereafter. The
acquired spectra contain the Raman peaks and broadband
background ﬂuorescence from the membrane. The ﬂuorescence
signal is removed from the spectrum, using the baseline
removal tool in the Raman microscope software (WiRe 4.4).
The signal was then normalized to the most prominent peak
intensity of the membrane spectrum near 1150 cm−1. The
Raman signature of calcium sulfate has prominent peaks at 495,
1008, and 1134 cm−1.27 The presence of scaling during the
experiment was conﬁrmed by monitoring the ratio of the
strongest calcium sulfate Raman peak at 1008 cm−1 (from ref
27) and the most prominent membrane peak at 1150 cm−1.
2.3. Post-Mortem Characterization. Upon completion of
each experiment, the ﬂow cell was drained, and the membrane
then removed and dried under ambient conditions for at least
24 h. The membrane was sectioned to an area of ∼5 cm2
around the center of the membrane for scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (Model JSM 6480-LV, JEOL) and energydispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis (Model Noran System SIX,
ThermoFisher Scientiﬁc). Image morphology and corresponding elemental analysis provided conﬁrmation of membrane
scaling.28

ature), but as expected, reﬂected variability typical for
membrane scaling studies.9 Nevertheless, the data from each
experiment indicate a similar relationship between the real-time
and post-mortem metrics.
Test 1 was conducted for 8 h, during which time the
permeate ﬂow rate decreased by ∼42% during operation with
the calcium sulfate feed solution. The initial Raman spectrum
obtained during the DI water phase reﬂects the peaks
corresponding to the bonds that characterize the polyamide
membrane; subsequently, after switching to the salt solution
feed, calcium sulfate peaks at 495 and 1008 cm−1 (from ref 27)
appear and increase in magnitude through the end of the
experiment (see Figure 3a).
Figure 3b shows the change in permeate ﬂow rate with time
and the corresponding response of the relative calcium sulfate
Raman peak intensity (1008 cm−1). Here, the initial sharp rise
in Raman intensity beginning at ∼80 min extends through
∼100 min and then transitions to a continued monotonic
increase at a relatively constant but distinctly lower rate. During
exposure to the calcium sulfate feed solution, the relative peak
intensity increases by ∼140%. By comparison, the permeate
ﬂow rate decreases at an approximately constant rate for a total
decrease of ∼42% through the end of the experiment.
To conﬁrm that the real-time results were due to scaling,
post-mortem analysis of the membrane was conducted.
Representative low- and higher-magniﬁcation SEM images are
shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The former indicates extensive
coverage of the membrane surface while the latter clearly shows
the rosette morphology typical of calcium sulfate scaling.9,28 Xray analysis (Figure 4c) identiﬁes the fouling layer as calcium
sulfate.
Two time-series tests (2a and 2b, Table 1) were performed
to conﬁrm the results obtained for test 1, as well as to explore
early-stage scaling detection capabilities. These tests were
initiated with predetermined durations of 90 min (test 2a) and
65 min (test 2b), based on results from test 1. These durations
corresponded to increases in peak intensity of ∼100% and
∼150%, compared with decreases in the permeate ﬂow rate of
∼9 and ∼25%, respectively. Despite some variability in the
permeate ﬂow rates, increases in Raman relative peak intensity
provided overall real-time characteristics similar to those
observed in test 1. SEM and EDX post-mortem results similarly
resembled those in Figure 4.
A third time-series experiment was conducted such that the
test was halted within a few minutes of the initial Raman peak
increase so that post-mortem analysis could be conducted close
to initial detection. The permeate ﬂow rate and Raman relative
peak intensity are shown as a function of time in Figure 5a. The
responses are again similar to those in the other experiments.
Here, the increase in peak intensity occurs after ∼20 min, at
which time the permeate ﬂow rate has decreased by ∼4%. It is
important to note that the Raman sensing used here is a point
measurement such that the response reﬂects scaling in only a
small area (∼7 μm2). Thus, the time at which scaling is ﬁrst
detected is dependent on the locally random nature of initial
precipitation in the region around the target coordinates. The
post-mortem results presented in Figure 5b are from the area
that encompassed the target coordinates, and conﬁrm the
potential of Raman spectroscopy for early-stage scaling
detection.
The overall decrease in permeate ﬂow rate during ﬂow cell
operation can be reasonably attributed to membrane
compaction, in addition to scaling.29 The magnitude of

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This initial study consisted of four independent experiments.
The ﬁrst of these continued until the permeate ﬂow rate
decreased by ∼40%. Three additional experiments were
conducted as a time series for which the total run time was
systematically varied in order to capture diﬀerent degrees of
scaling in the region interrogated by the sensor. The results are
summarized in Table 1 and are arranged in order of decreasing
Raman detection time. The data provide a basis for estimating
the real-time Raman detection limit during early stage scaling.
The experiments were performed under identical initial
operating conditions (pressure, feed ﬂow rate, and temperTable 1. Summary Metrics for the Four Independent
Experimentsb

test

total
run
time
(min)

initial
permeate
ﬂow ratea
(mL/min)

net
permeate
ﬂow rate
reductiona
(%)

time for
CaSO4 Raman
peak
detectiona,b
(min)

permeate ﬂow
rate reduction at
Raman
detectiona (%)

1
2a
2b
3

480
86
65
28

4.6
4.7
5.5
5.4

42.4
9.4
24.7
7.8

90
45
30
25

8.5
3.2
8.2
11.3

a

Values obtained during operation with calcium sulfate feed solution.
The time for Raman peak detection is deﬁned as that taken to detect
a relative CaSO4 peak above 50%.
b

C
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Figure 3. (a) Comparison of Raman spectra at the beginning (blue) and at the end (red) of test 1. The Raman peaks corresponding to calcium
sulfate at (i) 495 cm−1 and (ii) 1008 cm−1 increased in magnitude relative to those from the membrane. (b) Comparison of the normalized permeate
ﬂow rate and Raman 1008 cm−1 peak intensity; the distinct increase in the Raman peak intensity corresponds to a permeate ﬂow rate decrease of
∼9%.

copy,16 as well as other real-time detection techniques, such as
ultrasonic reﬂectometry,4 electrical impedance spectroscopy,16
and direct optical imaging11 is that they respond to scaling
rather than compaction. However, of these techniques, only
Raman spectroscopy has the capability to distinguish and
chemically quantify the scalants.
The results from the four independent experiments
demonstrate the potential of real-time, Raman-based detection
of membrane scaling under realistic operating conditions. In
each case, the data clearly show a similar inverse relationship
between peak intensity and permeate ﬂow rate with the change
in the former more pronounced than the decrease in the latter.
A limitation of the study is that peak intensity particularly in
early-stage scaling is dependent on the random occurrence of
scaling initiation at only one set of target coordinates. This
could be addressed by increasing the sensing area by deploying
multiple sensors or employing more-sophisticated techniques,
such as laser scanning confocal Raman microscopy.30 In
addition, appropriate caution is warranted, given the small
sample size employed in these preliminary tests. A more
comprehensive set of replicated experiments is currently
underway in which feed composition and concentration are
systematically varied.

Figure 4. (a) Low-magniﬁcation and (b) higher-magniﬁcation SEM
images of the membrane surface, indicating extensive surface coverage
and the rosette morphology characteristic of calcium sulfate scaling.
(c) Scaling has been identiﬁed as calcium sulfate via energy-dispersive
X-ray analysis.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Real-time bench-scale RO-membrane scaling experiments
employing Raman spectroscopy showed a consistent inverse
relationship between the permeate ﬂow rate and calcium sulfate
peak intensity. The signiﬁcant increase in Raman peak intensity
during the experiments was due to calcium sulfate scaling, as
conﬁrmed by post-mortem analysis. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the ﬁrst to demonstrate the real-time
scaling detection capability of Raman spectroscopy under
realistic operating conditions. An important consequence of
this work is that identiﬁcation of scalant chemistry during
membrane operation could lead to improved fouling
remediation measures.

Figure 5. Real-time and post-mortem results from test 3, halted at 28
min: (a) permeate ﬂow rate and relative (1008 cm−1) peak intensity
and (b) energy-dispersive X-ray analysis from the region beneath the
microscope objective with a corresponding SEM image shown in the
inset (scale bar = 20 μm).

■

compaction is dependent on membrane mechanical and
structural characteristics, as well as operational parameters
such as pressure. An important advantage of Raman spectros-
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